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Executive Summary
Nowadays, the news are communicated online not only through traditional publishers
such as CNN, BBC and the New York Times, but also via social media platforms such as
Twitter and Facebook. The dynamic interplay between such different types of communication channels, however, is yet not well studied - which poses significant challenges
when investigating news propagation processes and and developing rumour detection algorithms. This deliverable describes methods for tracking information diffusion contagions across various media sources including major online news publishers as well as
regular Twitter users.
In particular, this deliverable focuses on methods for modeling the information contagions extracted from the natural language text of news articles and social media posts.
Specifically, we propose novel algorithms to assess the similarity between news articles
and retrieve related social media posts. In order to address this problem, we represent the
content of the news articles with a bag-of-relations model, which helps us to detect the
information contagions.
The performance of the algorithms is assessed on a sample data set constructed using
the media coverage contained within the initial prototype of the PHEME dashboard reported in D5.2.1. The experimental results show the advantages of the chosen approach
when applied to real-world data. Revealing the latent structure of the implicit diffusion
network (information sources, content similarity and network dynamics) will support the
tracking of stories and rumours across different communication channels.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Information diffusion investigates the propagation of information through an actor network along a temporal axis. The actor network may be modeled as a graph describing all
persons, objects, and semiotics that take part in the message passing, both implicitly or
explicitly. Information diffusion is an established research field usually applied to explicit
networks such as online social networks (OSNs), but less studied in real-world scenarios
where the sources of information are often not provided explicitly.

1.1

Related Work

One way to link news articles is text reuse (plagiarism) detection to trace the origin of an
information piece. This approach has been recently applied to study information exchange
networks based on historical newspaper texts (Colavizza et al., 2014), the evolution of
memes (Leskovec et al., 2009; Suen et al., 2013), and the unveiling of publisher biases
via citation usage patterns (Niculae et al., 2015). In contrast to these projects, the diffusion
work within P HEME does do not track stable phrases, but news items extracted from the
natural language text and modeled as relations.
Yang and Leskovec (2010) model information diffusion in implicit networks and predict the future volume based on observing which nodes got infected in the past. They
manage to derive and analyse influence functions for different topics and different types
of media sources (blogs, Twitter users, traditional media web sites). Instead of trying to
detect which node has infected which other nodes, they model the total number of infected
nodes (volume of information diffusion) over time determined by the influence function
of the nodes infected in the past. Moreover, they study the phenomena of novelty and
imitation and their influence on the volume of information diffusion. They formulate the
problem as an instance of non-negative least squares (NNLS) problem and use it to predict the future total volume by observing which nodes were infected in the past. Their
approach differs from P HEME since it does not attempt to model the implicit network
2
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explicitly by surfacing possible links between information sources.
A different approach with a focus on visualizing diffusion processes is Cascade1 , a
tool that analyzes information diffusion cascades as they unfold through sharing activities
via social media. In contrast to the P HEME project, it disregards data acquisition and preprocessing of the news articles - steps that are assumed to be used by the content providers.
As a commercial solution, the details of the underlying algorithms and implementation
are not provided.

1.2

Relevance to P HEME

D3.2 introduces a novel approach to capture information flows propagating via traditional
news media and their influence on social media. Since we attempt to analyze information
diffusion across different communication channels (traditional news media vs. social
media), P HEME does not only face the challenge of aligning various information sources
(T3.1) and identifying stories across these sources (T3.3), but also modelling these stories
(T3.4) and integrating them into a single holistic network model (T3.2).
The algorithms of D3.2 complement the cross-media and cross-language linking algorithm (CM-CL) of WP3 by focusing on information diffusion between the news articles.
Both approaches help to model of the diffusion process. While D3.2 explores the news
propagation flows from the authoritative sources such as traditional news media publishers to tweets, D3.1 covers the opposite direction - from tweets to related news articles.
In Year 3 of the project, once live data streams from the Capture data collection tools
(T6.1) become available in the P HEME dashboard (T5.4) through the API integration of
T6.3, these challenges will be jointly addressed - by applying the diffusion propagation
module to the P HEME evaluation datasets from the WP7 and WP8 use case scenarios. The
results will be reported in D6.2.2 Evaluation Report - Final Results.

1.3

Deliverable Structure

This deliverable describes methods for tracking the propagation of information diffusion
contagions across the implicit network of online media sources. We discuss our approach
to model information diffusion networks within P HEME in the following Chapter 2. Following an experimental assessment of our approach on a current news media sample
dataset in Chapter 3, the deliverable concludes with implications and an outlook on future
research in Chapter 4.

1

www.nytlabs.com/projects/cascade.html

Chapter 2
Information Diffusion Model
This section presents a novel approach to reconstruct real-world information diffusion
processes, taking place within the implicit network of the traditional (mainstream) news
media sources as well as its further propagation in social media (micro-blogs).
Since we attempt to trace information propagation within an implicit cross-media network, where the underlying diffusion processes are hidden or unknown, we are facing the
major challenge of inferring and surfacing these hidden relations to be able to construct a
single network model. Our approach encompasses the following stages:
1. Modeling information contagions as relations extracted from natural language
text that represent the information content of a post (e.g. a news article) and allow for the disambiguation of paraphrases, i.e. unifying semantically equivalent
expressions by resolving synonyms.
2. Modeling diffusion cascades over the implicit network, which includes the computation of relation-based similarity to infer implicit links between news articles.
3. Cross-Media Information Diffusion, which involves tracing information propagation across different types of news media sources.

2.1

Modeling Information Contagions

We propose a bag-of-relations document representation model to capture the essential
information contained in a textual document, e.g. a news article. The main idea behind
the model is to represent each document as a set of relations, which are strings built
from the sets of words similar to n-grams, but constructed following the grammatical
dependency relations instead of the sequence order of words in the text. Each such relation
we consider as a potential information contagion carrying certain semantic information
within the diffusion network.
4
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Relation extraction is a sub-task of information extraction aimed at identifying relations between entities expressed in natural language texts. It has already been successfully
applied to analyze a collection of news articles (Del Corro and Gemulla, 2013). For each
article we attempt to extract a set of relations following the procedure described in Algorithm 1. First, we employ a dependency parser to obtain the parse trees for each of the
sentences and extract the relations by traversing these trees. The relations are modeled as
triples of the form:
s (subject) – p (predicate) – o (object)
We start off with the task of finding all the predicates in the sentence (see Algorithm 1
line 4), which will play the role of triggers to finding the corresponding relations. We
initialize the set of predicates with all the verbs used in various tenses including participles and gerund forms. Furthermore, we pre-process the predicates to bring them to the
standardized form: ‘{synsets (or lemmas)} + {flags}’, e.g. ‘did not say’ is transformed
to ‘state D N’, by detecting for each verb of the compound predicate the corresponding
WordNet synset (lemma, otherwise), tense, voice, negation and auxiliary verbs.
We define a set of words to be excluded from the predicate phrase, which could help
to improve the results of our analysis. For example, there may be certain trivial relations,
which are common for all news articles and which we would like to eliminate, e.g. the
ones triggered by the predicates: ‘print’, ‘post’, ‘update’. The helping words that do not
carry the semantic information of the predicate, but used solely for grammatical purposes,
e.g. ‘have’, ’to’, ‘will’, ‘be’, are also good candidates to be included in the ”noise filter”.
Flags are used to preserve the grammatical information expressed by the helping
words, which are our conventional codes indicating the tense of the main verb, passive
voice, negation, etc. We use ’D’ to indicate the past tense, ’F’ – future tense, ’N’ –
negation, ’A’ - auxiliary verb (’would’). Thus, the standard form, which consists only of
lemmas without any additional flags, indicates that the predicate is used in present tense
and is not negated. Since there are multiple ways to represent negation, past tense, etc.
this approach helps us to disambiguate and unify semantically-equivalent relations.
Next, for each of the predicates we are looking for the adjacent branches which represent clauses used to express its subject or objects. Currently we are using a simple
heuristic assigning the node to the subject-element, if it precedes the predicate in the sentence, and to the object otherwise (if it follows the predicate), which will undoubtedly fail
to succeed in many cases. However, we favor this solution over a set of more complex
manually constructed or learned rules, which may also not be easily generalizable to other
languages. Nevertheless, further improvements beyond this heuristic may be considered
for future work.
We allow for a relation to have multiple partially overlapping instances, which enables
us to represent the same relation in several different ways. We achieve this by constructing
a separate relation for each object-element related to the predicate including an empty
object if the relation has a non-empty subject: ∀r ∈ R | r.subject 6= ∅: r.objects.add(∅)
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(see Algorithm 1 line 8).
This simple heuristic allows us to create several fine-grained relations with different
levels of detail. For example, a sentence “The plane landed in Panama on Tuesday” will
be decomposed into: ‘plane - land D’, ‘plane - land D - in Panama’, ‘plane - land D - on
Tuesday’. This way we are able to group articles, which may report on the same event but
provide complementing or contradicting details.
Algorithm 1 Relation extractor
Require: article
1:

relations ← {}

2:
3:
4:

for sentence in article do
graph ← generate dependency graph(sentence)
predicates ← extract predicates(graph)
for predicate in predicates do
// predicate may be related to a subject
relation.subject ← extract subject(graph, predicate)
// predicate may have multiple relations to different objects
objects ← extract objects(graph, predicate)

5:
6:
7:

9:
10:

// if relation has a non-empty subject...
if relation.subject6= ∅ then
// ...we generate one instance of it with an empy object, i.e. “s - p”
objects.add(∅)
end if

11:
12:
13:
14:

for object in objects do
relation.object ← object
relations.add(relation)
end for

8:

15:
16:
17:

end for
end for
return relations

2.2

Modeling Diffusion Cascades

We propose to model the diffusion process as a network graph, with two types of edges:
• edges linking posts explicitly referenced through url of the source (edge direction
is from the source to the post containing the url);
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• edges linking similar posts that share information contagions (edge direction from
the older to the newer posts).
Since news articles often do not cite their information sources explicitly, we focus
on developing an approach generating edges between the news articles that propagate
the same information contagion. Once we retrieved the set of articles, which contain the
information contagion of interest (modeled as a relation), we construct the diffusion graph
with edges generated using the pairwise similarity values computed on the relation bags
that were extracted for each of the articles beforehand (see Chapter 2.1 for details on our
relation extraction method).
The similarity between the two news articles can be calculated by considering the
intersection of their relation bags, or by first hashing the relation bags and then computing
the similarity for these relation hashes. We employ both methods to compute similarity
for any two relation bags complementary to each other to evaluate which of them performs
better in practice.
While the first method is straight forward returning an integer for the number of shared
relations, it has the obvious limitation of considering only the exact matches for the relations. The second method, which involves additional relation hashing routine, allows for
continuous relation similarity values and can indicate more and less similar relations even
if they do not have an exact overlap. The second method is potentially more powerful, but
it requires rigorous fine-tuning and evaluation for generating the relation hashes and their
comparison.
Currently we use Nilsimsa hashing and Hamming distance, but we may also consider
alternative algorithms in future work. Nilsimsa (Capitani et al., 2004) is one of the most
popular algorithms for locality-sensitive hashing and is traditionally employed for spam
detection in emails. Hamming distance (Hamming, 1950) measures the proportion of
positions in the hash at which the corresponding symbols are different.
Our approach can be briefly summarized as follows: (1) we use previously extracted
relations to find similar articles; (2) we apply relation hashing to be able to compare the
relations that are not exact matches; (3) we identify the original information source for
each of the articles via pairwise similarity comparison using a distance measure applicable
to hash values, e.g. Hamming distance (see Algorithm 2).
We assume that all the articles that share the same information contagion are related
to each other, i.e there is a path for every pair of articles within the diffusion graph. We
included this assumption into our model by enforcing the connectivity requirement over
our diffusion graph: for each node, except the root node, we generate an incoming edge
that links the post to its source (see Algorithm 2 line 11). Here, we also use the single
source assumption: for all nodes, except the root node, there is exactly one incoming
edge linking the post to its source, by selecting the closest neighbour as the information
source. We could, as well, store the whole pairwise comparison matrix instead and/or
select a threshold for similarity value. We introduced this assumption in order to simplify
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Algorithm 2 Similarity comparison for the information source detection
Require: articles (stack of articles sorted in ascending order by their publication time)
1:

// Initialize a new stack for processed articles
published ← {}

// remove the first published article from the stack
article ← articles.pop()
// and assign it to be the root of the information diffusion cascade
3: article.source ← “ROOT”
4: published.push(article)
2:

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

// process the rest of the articles in the stack
while articles 6= {} do
article ← articles.pop()
// compute pairwise similarity to all the articles that were already published
distances ← {}
for previous in published do
distances ← hamming distance(article.relation hash, previous.relation hash)
end for
// assign the most similar article to be the source for the current article
article.source ← min(distances)
published.push(article)
end while
// output all articles with the corresponding sources
return published

the model and to avoid making assumptions about the similarity threshold value, i.e. how
similar the articles should be to be linked in the diffusion model (we considered this
problem later in the experimental evaluation, see Section 3.3).

2.3

Cross-Media Information Diffusion

Traditional and social media are not two isolated worlds. On the contrary, they constantly share and exchange information propagating the information contagions across
the networks. Links to news articles are distributed via social media and news articles cite
individual tweets or even tell whole stories via a thread of related tweets.
Twitter is likely to be the most popular social media channel for news propagation
since the whole concept of this service is built around the goal to facilitate massive crowddriven information (news) sharing. From this requirement also stems the enforced limitation on the character count for the post on Twitter, i.e. the message has to be concise and
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to the point, carrying only the essential information (contagion).
Due to the short length of the posts users often adopt special writing style including
slang, abbreviations and hashtags. Twitter is a frequent example of such a language subculture (lingo).1
The assumption we made, when developing our relation-based approach, was that the
input text follows the standard grammar rules, which is usually reasonable, when dealing
with traditional narratives, such as news articles, but is often no longer the case for the
social media posts. Therefore, this approach may not be efficient for processing tweets
or other social media posts. Also, computing content similarity between a news article
and a tweet may be difficult due to differences in length and language style. Therefore,
we propose to exploit the direct (explicit) links between news articles and tweets, when
possible, such as the URL of a news article available from the metadata of a tweet or a
tweet ID extracted from the tweet snippet embedded within a news article.
Finally, it is not feasible to retrieve all the tweets due to the enormous velocity of the
Twitter data stream and the restrictions imposed by the Twitter API. Hence, we propose a
set of heuristics, which help us to build specific queries to the Twitter API retrieving the
tweets relevant for our diffusion network. Our approach involves double propagation of
initial information contagions extracted from the set of news articles to obtain a seed set
of tweets, which we use to extract additional information contagions and retrieve more of
the relevant articles and tweets, thereby enriching our diffusion model (see Algorithm 3
for details).

1

http://mashable.com/2013/07/19/twitter-lingo-guide
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Algorithm 3 Cross-media information retrieval
Require: articles
// Initial sets of tweets and hashtags may or may not be empty
1: tweets ← {} hashtags ← {}
2: new articles ← articles
3: new hashtags ← {}
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

14:
15:

16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

while new articles 6= {} or new hashtags 6= {} do
// I. Retrieve new tweets
new tweets ← {}
for article in articles do
new tweets.add(request T witterAP I(q=article.url))
end for
for hashtag in new hashtags do
new tweets.add(request T witterAP I(q=article.hashtag))
end for
new tweets ← new tweets.diff(tweets)
tweets.add(new tweets)
// II. Compute frequent hashtags
new hashtags ← f requent hashtags(tweets).diff(hashtags)
hashtags.add(new hashtags)
// III. Retrieve new articles
new articles ← {}
for tweet in tweets do
new articles.add(retrive articles(tweet.id))
end for
for hashtag in hashtags do
new articles.add(retrive articles(hashtag))
end for
new articles ← new articles.diff(articles)
articles.add(new articles)
end while
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Chapter 3
Experiment
In this chapter, we report on a small-scale experiment, which we performed to evaluate
our approach as a proof-of-concept using the recent dump of the media coverage and a
sample use case. Thereby, we aim to: (1) demonstrate how our approach can be applied
in practice with an illustrative example, (2) qualitatively assess the performance of our
approach in a real-world scenario, and (3) discover the limitations and the directions for
future work.

3.1

Settings

In order to compile a sample dataset to use in our experiment we took a recent snapshot
of the media coverage contained within the P HEME dashboard reported in D5.2.1 (Scharl
et al., 2016), to be formally assessed as part of the evaluation report of D6.2.2. We retrieved ∼ 71,000 news articles published within one week (from 27th of November until
3rd of December 2015).
After relation extraction procedure the most frequent relations were manually
inspected. For the purpose of demonstration of the proposed approach we selected the
following relation as an information contagion to be tracked through online media:

s: president barack obama – p: state D – o:,
which captures all expressions with a predicate that belongs to the WordNet synset
‘state’ and is used in the past tense (flag ‘D’),such as: ‘president barack obama stated’,
‘president barack obama said’, ‘president barack obama has said’, ‘president barack
obama told’ etc., thereby indicating statements that were made by President Obama.
This use case has a practical application, e.g. the resource www.dailymail.co.uk/
obama groups articles covering news about Barack Obama.
11
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Then, for each of the 12 unique news articles containing this relation from our data set,
we retrieved the tweets using Twitter Search API that contain a URL identifier pointing
to this article, which resulted in 150 tweets (127 and 23 for two of the articles).
We constructed the diffusion graph following our approach with edges generated using the direct links for the tweets and the pairwise similarity between the contents for the
articles. We used networkx1 and matplotlib2 Python libraries to visualize the resulting
diffusion graph (see Figure 3.1) and manually inspected the results. We analyzed the content of the original articles and assessed whether the model constructed by our algorithm
makes sense in terms of content coherence and similarity between the news articles.

3.2

Results

Figure 3.1 shows the graph of the propagation of the information contagion (in this case
‘president barack obama state D’ relation) through the diffusion network. The graph
exhibits cascading behaviour, which reflects the dynamics of the information diffusion
within the implicit network of the news sources. The diffusion process starts from the
single root node and propagates further to cover the whole network of the infected sources.

Figure 3.1: Information diffusion graph - initial results
The nodes of the graph represent the individual posts (red – news articles, green –
tweets) published at discrete time intervals by the specified news source (an independent
news publisher or a Twitter user). The news sources get infected in the sequence order
1
2

networkx.github.io
matplotlib.org
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aligned with the Y time axis and explicitly indicated on their label. The same source may
appear more than once within the same network if it published several articles in the given
time period, which contain the same information contagion, e.g ABC News or CNN on
Figure 3.1. More details about the individual articles (including their titles, URLs and
the sets of extracted relations) and the tweets that constitute the graph are provided in the
diffusion timeline, which lists all the posts in the order of publication.
The edges of the graph represent direct links in case of the tweets (using the quoted
article’s URL or the re-tweet meta-relation) or the content similarity measure in case of
the articles. The content similarity is indicated as weights over the corresponding edges.
It is computed as the hamming distance for the hash values of the extracted relations.
Therefore, the values closer to 0 indicate the more similar articles and the larger values the less similar articles.
There are two types of edges between the articles: (1) light edges indicate that the
adjacent articles share a single information contagion, which is the relation common for
all the articles in the graph that we initially used to select these articles, i.e. ‘president
barack obama state D’ in our use case; (2) solid edges indicate that the articles have more
than one information contagion in common. For example, in our use case we observe
additional information contagions appearing and propagating from Reuters news source
to the next two articles that follow in time:
1. 3: Reuters → 4: CNN (Relation-hash similarity: 1)
The posts have an additional shared relation: ‘make easy accessibility weapon war
street people’, which was extracted from the same citation of President Obama’s
statement. Both articles use the same citation just frame it differently, when quoting
it in direct speech:
2015-11-28 15:57:48
Reuters: “We have to do something about the easy accessibility of weapons of war
on our streets to people who have no business wielding them. Period,” Obama said
in a statement.
2015-11-28 19:26:33
CNN: President Barack Obama told the American people on Saturday that “we
have to do something about the easy accessibility of weapons of war on our streets
to people who have no business wielding them.”
2. 3: Reuters → 5: Herald (Relation-hash similarity: 0.7)
Later on, Herald re-uses the same citation as in the previous two sources:
2015-11-29 00:13:50
Herald: “We have to do something about the easy accessibility of weapons of war
on our streets to people who have no business wielding them. Period,” Obama said
in a statement.
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Additionally, our algorithm detects another relation shared between Herald and
Reuters publications: “united state necessitate”, which points us to the paraphrased
sentences that contain snippets of indirect speech:
2015-11-28 15:57:48
Reuters: President Barack Obama said on Saturday the United States needs to “do
something” to make it harder for criminals to get guns after a shooting in Colorado
killed three people and injured nine.
2015-11-29 00:13:50
Herald: President Barack Obama said yesterday the United States needs to “do
something” to make it harder for criminals to get guns after a shooting in Colorado
Springs on Friday left three dead and nine injured.

3.3

Discussion

Our initial assumption was that all the articles that contain the same information contagion
are related, i.e there is a path between every pair of articles within the diffusion graph.
We included this assumption into our model by enforcing the connectivity requirement
over our diffusion graph: for each node, except the root node, we generate exactly one
incoming edge that links the post to its source (see Algorithm 2).
In practice, the degree of similarity already gives us an idea that some groups of
articles can be more similar between each other and at the same time more distinct from
all other documents. However, at this point we do not know which threshold for the
similarity value is reasonable to choose. Therefore, we manually identified two prevalent
topics within this set of articles (see Figure 3.2):
• statements made by President Obama related to the Colorado clinic shooting (orange nodes);
• statements made by President Obama at the Climate Change Conference in Paris
(purple nodes)
Using Figure 3.2 we make an observation that in order to separate our diffusion
graph into several non-overlapping subgraphs that correspond to the topics listed above
we need to make the following cut (an instance of the minimum cut problem): C =
[(1, 2), (3, 6), (5, 8)]. All of the edges in this cut have comparatively high weights:
∀ei ∈ C : w(ei ) ≥ 1.5, i.e. they indicate less similar articles.
To achieve the sub-topic separation, which we manually detected before, we can set
the threshold value for the similarity measure accordingly and delete all the edges with
the weights above the threshold (highlighted yellow on Figure 3.2): ∀ei ∈ E|w(ei ) ≥
1.5 : del(ei ).
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Figure 3.2: Information diffusion graph - subgraph analysis
This sub-topic separation via threshold values introduces the following two errors
into our diffusion model: Nodes 8 (Oregon Live)3 and 12 (The Globe and Mail)4 become
completely disconnected from the rest of the nodes and are not able to join the nodes
assigned to the same topic (the purple sub-graph).

3
4

www.oregonlive.com
www.theglobeandmail.com

Chapter 4
Conclusion and Future Work
Modeling information diffusion networks helps us to understand how information spreads
within an online community, and to identify key actors within the network who play a
significant role in the propagation process. Once latent relations between publications
are uncovered and structured in terms of content similarity and time of publication, it is
possible to construct an implicit network model where the contagion is propagated. The
ability to model pieces of information (contagions) travelling through the network, as well
as their subsequent transformations, is an important element of rumour detection research.
We assessed the performance of the presented contagion modeling approach on a
crawled news media data set, in order to track the propagation of contagions within an
implicit network. The results of this initial experiment indicate that this relation-based
similarity approach is promising and merits further research. More specifically, the assessment results suggest the following directions for future work:
• Improve the relation extraction method to identify those relations that are most
useful to compare articles;
• revise the relation hashing method to preserve the semantics of underlying relations;
• consider other available distance measures applicable to hash values with the goal
of maximising precision; and
• further divide the diffusion graph into smaller subgraphs based on document similarity metrics.
Overall, the experimental evaluation shows that the resulting information diffusion
model reflects a meaningful subset of the implicit network where the information contagion of interest is propagated. In regards to the scope of the actual diffusion network
(as compared to the part of the network that we capture), we are unable to make specific
claims as the recall has not been determined.
16
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One reason for this is that the underlying diffusion process is hidden or unknown,
which represents a general obstacle when analysing implicit networks. Nevertheless, it is
possible to perform a quantitative evaluation of the similarity measure by using a goldstandard data set such as the WikiTimes (Tran and Alrifai, 2014) classification. Another
limitation of the evaluation is the focus on one particular use case, generating a single
diffusion cascade. Therefore, the conclusions can not be generalized to all other use cases
and shall be dealt with caution. More detailed evaluation results will be reported in the
evaluation report of D6.2.2 using live data streams from the Capture data collection tools
(WP6).
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